
AAR: Rheged Company patrol vs Yordist Company patrol

Location:
Valldeep XXII

Mission Type:
Intercept/Engage

Victory conditions:
Wipe out enemy forces, or have them retreat off map.

Deployment:
20cm from long table edge

Having caught wind of a Yordist Baron promoting False Knighthood,
the Rheged Company aggressively negotiated their way into the
employ of the Prydian military, in order to get closer to this enemy
commander and put an end to him, and any others who would break
the Code…..

Turn 1 - Activations
Yordist - 3
Rheged - 2

Sir Ryttare and his wing caught wind of the Yordist Patrol at near dusk.
They were apparently investigating a local power generator for
sabotage. However, while most of the patrols they had run into up this
this point were mostly small contingents of Muster or Retained, (with
varying degrees of support), this patrol seemed to be expecting them.
A full platoon of Knights marched alongside a full demi of massive
Duxis battlesuits and taking up the rear was an Espaten weapon
platform. Ryttare smirked to himself, either they were hitting too
frequently and they were beginning to catch wise, or their own patrol
path was leaked. Ryttare would follow up on this later.

Ryttare had hidden his forces in several tree groves hoping to hide his
forces until the last possible moment to gain the foothold of surprise
upon his foe, and so far it seemed to be working. The Yordist Retained
were examining the structure with various tools, and appeared to be
checking output levels. They seemed blissfully ignorant of what awaited
them just a few hundred meters away.

There was a shout, Ryttare noticed the Espaten crew was flailing their
arms and pointing towards his right flank, the Knights dropped their
examination tools and rushed towards the direction the Espaten crew
was pointing. The Duxis, only a moment ago quiet and stoic, snapped
up as if roused from a deep slumber, their helmet’s vison ports glowing
an eerie red as their full combat functionality kicked in and they they
began to march forward. The Espaten crew began the slow task of
repositioning their cannon. So much for surprise, Ryttare thought, and
with a couple clicks on communicator, sent word to his forces to check
engines and begin engagement.

To his far left, A demi of bikers lead by Joheim Ven burst from their
cover and made a dash along the flank, hugging cover as much as
possible. Ven and his Demi had a reputation for recklessness, but it
was tied into his reputation for getting a job done. When Ryttare send
word of infantry moving up the flank, and outnumbering his demi
two-to-one, (with some change), he took it as a personal challenge.
His demi was fit for the job, armed with AP cannons, they were more
than capable of taking on the task at hand.

A second demi sprung to life someplace again to Ryttare’s left, this
one lead by Karl Von Ectched. Ectched was known widely as “The Old
Man”, He was middle aged when serving under Sir Rheged himself,
and now was far greyer in the beard and longer in the tooth. Ectched
prefered to take his opponent unaware and dominate with unseen hit
and run tactics. His demi was armed with the truly intimidating Moth
888 launchers. And in Ectched’s opinion, those launchers had “Duxis”
written all over them.
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Turn 2 - Activations
Yordist - 3
Rheged - 2

The Duxis moved into cover but had seemed to have apparently
spotted Ryttare and his demi. Ryttare was about to charge forward to
face his foe head on when Ectched’s demi came roaring in, between
himself and the Duxis. The Duxis open fired with their eclectic array of
weapons, each one managing to hit or clip each khamel just enough
to leave a lasting impression. Hurting, but not out, Ectched commanded
his khamels to open fire. The resulting explosions of the launchers
against the armor of the Duxis was dazzling, but the rounds found their
marks, they tore apart one of the duxis battlesuits, and lightly damaged
a second.

Far off on the left flank, Ven’s demi still hadn’t made contact with enemy
forces. Ahead of them, a burned out building, probably at one time a
station attached to the power generator, came into sight. Still too far
away to made out details on his scanner, the enemy infantry showed
that they were either near, or in that building.

If they were in that building, Ven thought, driving past would expose
his demi’s flank to whatever firepower they had. However judging by
the condition of that building, the AP cannons they had equipped would
probably cut right through that building’s walls. Facing them head on
would also let them use the substantial frame of the Khamel as a bit
of a shield against oncoming fire. His mind made up, he gave the
command, and the demi throttled towards the ruins.

Turn 3 - Activations
Yordist - 2
Rheged -1

Ven didn’t see where the first shots came from, but in a split second
all hell broke lose. The enemy Knights open fired on them from a
wooded grove near the ruined building, Ven yelped when a bullet found
his shoulder, shattering it with a wet pop, his left wingman wasn’t so
luck and took the full brunt of enemy fire. One shot struck him dead
center of his chest, and as his dying body looked down at the damage,
a second struck his fuel tank. The fireball forced Ven to make an
ungainly swerve, but somehow maintained his balance. With one
khamel down, things were beginning to look grim.

The Duxis battlesuits burst from their cover, the loss of one of their
own had sent the remaining two into a wild rage. Their weapons locked
onto Ectched’ khamels, but with sudden realization turned their guns
in the direction for Ryttare. Ryttare cursed and tried to get his demi
moving when the Duxis open fired. Kristov and Eldric were just starting
to roll when both they and their khamels were shredded by the resulting
explosions. Ryttare and his khamel were thrown hard, but thanks to
the onboard gyro, were able to keep somewhat upright. Ryttare
throttled hard and pulled towards the left flank to get out of reach of
the Duxis powerful weapons, then turned himself about to find the best
lane of attack against the mighty war machines.



Turn 4 - Activations
Yordist - 3
Rheged - 4

Ectched watched the explosions from the massive Duxis mounted
weapons with his heart in his stomach, only to breath a great sigh of
relief when he say Ryttare fly out of the smoke out of enemy range.
But now they had the advantage. Looking at his scanner, he noticed
the Espaten was still creeping up along the right flank, but between it
and them was the power generator. Thinking quickly, he pulled his
demi around behind the duxis, opening up a full attack from behind,
but keeping that Espaten from getting a solid lock.

As the duxis moved forward to bring Ryttare back into range, Ectched
opened fired. The Moth 888’s roared as they lobbed their high
explosives into the rear of the mighty battlesuits. The first suit was
thrown forward the entire back of it’s might frame reduced to burnt and
rent slag, the second tried to turn itself around, but in doing so allowed
one of the rounds to strike it square in the head resulting in quick and
unceremonious death.

Back on the flank, Ven’s Khamels continued to roar closer to the enemy
Knights.  At point blank range, there would be no mercy. The AP
Cannons kicked to life, the khamels vibrated hard as hundreds of
rounds poured into the Retained. Though they tried find cover, the
anti-personnel rounds quickly mowed them down. Ven allowed the
cannons to stop, as he surveyed the damage, two Knights broke from
cover, attempting to flee. Ven didn’t say a word, he merely kicked his
khamel into gear, and with his remaining wingman, pursued the
survivors.

Turn 5 - Activations
Yordist - 3 (2)
Rheged - 2

Ven put a quick end to the survivors. As they heard the khamels
approaching, they tried to run towards cover, but the AP Cannons cut
them down with a few quick trigger bursts. After confirming their death,
he checked his scanner and switched its functionality over to monitor
the platoon. Three dead, four wounded, (himself included) but on the
wounded, the vitals were stable. Switching back to the scanner there
were no other enemies within striking range, and nothing hostile in the
nearby area. So far, so good then.

There was only one enemy unit left and only one group that could
handle it, Ectched thought to himself. He watched the Espaten on his
scanner moving closer to them along the back of the power generator,
the timing here had to be just right. Soon as it broke from the woods,
Ectched and his demi moved at full speed around the generator into
sight of the Espaten. The platform’s operators scrambled to get the
weapon up and running as the khamels cut across their firing path, but
it was too late. Ectched’ demi moved behind them, and spinning hard,
opened up with ther Moth 888’s sending a spray of explosives across
the platform. The Espaten and it’s crew were lost in the combined blasts
of 888 explosives, and the ammo bin of the Espaten erupting.



Game End:
Rheged Company Victory

Yordist Kills:
1 Khamel (AP Cannon), 2 Khamel (Minstrel Taser)

Rheged Kills:
10 Retained Knights, 3 Duxis Battle Suits (Mixxed weapons), 1 Espaten
Platform, 2 Espaten crew

Ryttare collected sent a beacon to a ship over head, it would come
down and collect the remains of the fallen. In the meantime, this
generator seemed to have some significance to the Yordists. They
seemed paranoid that some sabotage would disable it, and Ryttare
would hate to disappoint them with unfulfilled prophecy…

IAF28 THE KHAMEL WARBIKE THE STAR OF THIS AAR!


